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Declaring tat he was not at all

surprised that lthe mission worked out
so well, Dr. Draper asserted that he had
been confident all along that the flight
had a high probability of success. From
his observations at the Cape Kennedy
launch and at Houston up to and
following splashdown, he concludes,
however, that the astronauts were ap-
parently much more relaxed than the.
ground controllers. He recalls that the
officials seemed "amazed ' that the
mission went so perfectly.

As have all the astronauts since the
(Please turn to page 2J
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Draeper
By Bob Dennis of

After a year in which rays of hope eh

wee darkened by despair ad triumphs in
wire overshadowed by tragedies, 1968 th
a cuhminated by an event in which iz(
A men would find pride and exhlahra- th
ion-an event in which MTI played a e4
gominant. role. According to Dr. sI

arles S. Draper, -Director of the in
PT Instrumentation Laboratory, the it
Apo 8 ftht was truly "a milestone fl
the historysof the human race."
In an interview following his return si

o the Manned Spacecrat Center in a
ustaon, Dr. Draper, former head of re

l Department of Aeronautics and a
8tfonatcs, explained that the Instru- sic

ientatson Laboratory conceived, ra
oed ut, deraped, prepared manuf "e

rting doCrmentation, checked, and m
ce has served as consultant for the m
tire guidance and navigation system po

'or the Apollo programn. The Labora- tb
Iry has also been responsible for all te
, software and information in the ca
Lenmory of the spacecraft's computer 8

well as having. implemented the sy
iital autopilot of the control system. 

"We could do it" tl
Dr. Draper, who also holds the title 1

Ii The appointment of John A. Mims
as Assistant Director of Admissions,
effectiv-e January 1, 1969, has been
announced by President Howard W.
Iohnson.

Mims, a black, will play a key role
in a program to interest more Negro
and minority group high school stu-
dents in scientificaUyi-o iented higher
iducation. He will accept, as a special
asignment, a significant part in evalua-
big the credentials of applicants from
predomrinantly black high schools.
However, President Johnson said Mims
will participate in all phases of admis-
sions rather than focus on a single
prograrnm.

Administration officials have been
collaborating with black students on
plans for student recruitment in high
schools throughout the United States'
For three weeks prior to Christmas
vacation, eleven -black MIT students
Visited such schools to locate black
students interested in technology and
to urge them to apply to hMIT.

Qualifications
A native of Boley, %clahoma, Mirms

was educated in the Detroit public
schools and was graduated from
Chicago State College in 1966 with a
B.S. in Education. He then became a
faculty assistant in admission at Chica-
go State College, and was promoted to
administrative assistant in admissions
last July. He is cochairman of the
Chicago Area College Assistance Project
(CACAP), which is an affiliation of
over thirty colleges and universities in
lUinois. He has also been a member of
the National Community School Edu-
cation Association, and the Illinois
Guidance and Personnel Association.

The appointment of Mins to the
admissions post represents the fulfill-

hagias A;
f Institute Professor Emeritus, recalls
hat the Laboratory began doing work
n guidance and navigation in 1954 for
he Air Force. When NASA was organ-
zed in 1959, the Laboratory told them
hat' "we could do it." Over the past
ight years, about $65 million was
pent, and about 700 people were
nvolved in the project which reached
s successful fruition on the recent
ight.

Dr. Draper hails the flight as highly
ignificant since a manned vehicle made

purposeful trip to the moon and
etumed to earth all in accordance with
L preconceived plan. He says the mis-
ion "ranks with anything the human
ace has ever done." He points out the
.comprehensive design" aspect of the
fission in the coordination among
managemnent, technology, funding,

tolitcs, and engineering and he adds
hat the Russians have been "less sys-
ematic" in their space program. Be-'
duse of the great success of the Apollo

; flight, in which none of the backup
systems were needed, he believes that
we have an excellent chance of winning
the race for a manned lunar landing
this year.

By Steve Crhart
Three proposals for altering the

faculty's rules concerning attendance at
faculty meetings were presented and
debated at the faculty meeting of
December 18.

One proposal which was advanced
was that the rules concerning the secre-
cy of faculty meetings be retained
essentially intact, with the exception
that a published sumarry would be
made available within the MIT com-
munity. In the discussion that followed
there was some talk concerning how to
control this information and whether
releasing it within the MIT community
might result in its appearance in the
Boston press. There was also some
concern that if the meeting summary
had to be approved at the following
faculty meeting, as is currently the case
with the faculty minutes, the summary
might then be so-outdated as to be of
little use to the community.

It appears that this option enjoys
the support of only a minority of the
faculty.

Second proposal
A second proposal was presented by

Professor Philip Morrison and Professor
Boris Magasanik, Head of the Depart-
ment of Biology. Under the Morrison-
Magasanik proposal, faculty meeting
would ordinarily be open to students
and members of the staff. Non-faculty
members would be free to attend and
speak, but would not have voting privi-
leges. In the event that the faculty were
considering matters of concern only to
the faculty, it would meet in dclosed
executive session.

The faculty task force assigned to
explore this problem put forth a third
proposal. Under this plan, the Febru-
ary, March, April, and May faculty
meetings would be opened on an exper-
imental basis to a limnited number of
students, who would be granted spek-
ing privileges.

The following groups would be
admitted: student members of faculty
committees; representatives of student
government; members of ad hoc f-
aculty committees and task forces
when their group's area of concern was
on the agenda; and anyone who might
be able to make a special contribution
who petitioned the faculty for admis-

(Please turn to page 5)

ment of one of the demands presented
to the administration by the MIT Black
Student Union in October. Other
aspects of the BSU's program for black
equality at the institute include a
recruiting effort spearheaded by mem-
bers of the BSU designed to increase
black representation in entering classes
to about 10%, black staff members
throughout the Institute, transition
programs for disadvantaged blacks, and
other activities.

A "non-taculty" meeting held simultaneously with the December
faculty meeting in order to present to the students three proposals
concerning opening faculty meetings was sparsely attended.
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EHumphrey, Samuelson
and Friedman slated
for Compton Seminars

By Tony Lima
Hubert Humphrey, Paul Samuelson, and Milton Friedman will highlight the

Compton Seminars this term, informed sources revealed recently.
Robert McNarnara was also mentioned as a possibility, although, as one of the

individuals put it, "Don't hold your breath."
Humphrey's appearance seemed certain, as he had definitely accepted the

invitation, and scheduling problems are the only remaining ones. It is likely that
he may speak as early as the February Seminar. Samuelson and Friedman, on the
other hand, were to be scheduled in a debate, representing the two currently
opposing views of econonfic theory. They, too, were subject to scheduling, but
appeared certain to appear.

Timing important
The timning of Humphrey's appearance could conceivably be important. It now

appears obvious that it will come after PIesident-elect Richard Nixon's inaugura-
tion on January 20. Thus, it would appear likely that the longer Humnphurey's
appearance were delayed beyond teat date, the less reticent he would be in terms
of criticizing the new administration. However, the other side of the coin is
represented by the fact that his speech would also be less obiective with regard to
his own party, and would probably already carry the sounds ofa distinctly ringing
campaign talk.

The Samuelson-Friedman debate also should be important with regard to
timing. It appears certain that at least one of the two will be working on Nixon's
Council of Economic Advisors, and that the national economy will have either
slowed appreciably or grown rapidly in pace by thle time of their appearance.
Therefore, the debate should touch on current issues as well as theory.

The one surprising thing about the Samuelson-Friedman is that it has not been
tried earlier. Apparently, and according to these same sources, the two have
appeared together in much the same circumstances literally all over the world.
However, at last, MIT will get to hear from one of its own.

Economic thought
Friedman and Samuelson are the two leading exponents of relatively opposing

economic schools of thought. Friedman,- who teaches at the University of
Chicago, espouses the monetary view, which states that control of the economy
comes about largely through control of the supply of money. Samuelson is the
most widely-known advocate of the New Econori'cs, which states that there are
many other factors besides money which influence the nation's economy. The
current ten percent tax surcharge is providing a testing ground for these theories,
with the monetarists claiming that the fact that the economy has not slowed
down proves they are right. Thle New Economists, however, counter with the
argument that the surcharge has not been in effect long enough to have the sort of
effect they are looking for. Most of them now predict a slowdown hiae n the
second quarter of 1969, or possibly as late as the beginning of the third quarter.

debes erey

Black admissOl os P010fifPOiN
to promote mlnority recruite@RX

Features small classess

frosh change
who show interest will ask for. further information and will
write a letter on why they. feel they would like to
participate. Those selected will forego the preliminaries of
Registration Day next Septmeber, and spend the first week
discusslig what the purposes of college education are.

Special features
The class will be run in the spirit of a freshman

seminar. Homework will be dispensed with in November;
after that, each student would be given sizeable project to
test his skills on. Also, there will be a colloquium each
week, and students will be asked to speak on some aspect of
their studies. The students will meet individually with
regular professors for one hour every other week. There will
be numerous field trips to the various MIT labs, and visitors
will be invited from other schools to observe the project.

Requires approval
The physical facilities will be special, too. Plans call for

the availability of small study rooms and cubicles for the
students. The proposals are being sent to President Johnson,
Dr. Jerome Wiesner, Provost, and Dr. Walter A. Rosenblith,
Chairmar of the Faculty. The proposal requires the
approval of the Committee on Educational Policy, the
Faculty, the Academic Council, and the combined Depart-
ment Heads.

ES-G ptans 
By Alan Baumgadner

A proposal that would call for small-scale institution of
the results of the Experimental Study Group on next year's
freshman class has been delivered to President Johnson.

'This was announced by the chairman of the group, Dr.
George Valley, Professor of Physics. The program would be
all-encompassing, taking eligible freshmen out of the regular
individual subjects and grouping them together in this single
program. Thus, while no student would take a course
labeled "calculus", each student would receive the proper
instruction to qualify him for the next more difficult

program. Undergraduate instructors

Another concept that will be inaugurated is the use of
undergraduate instructors. Withl such help, it will be
possible for students to be broken down into smaller
classes, thus allowing students to proceed at their own pace.
Professor Valley feels that this is one of the nimportant
aspects of the proposal, remarking, "everybody should learn
something well."

The students w11 be chosen on the basis of their own
interest in the idea and within space limitations. A letter
will be sent this spring to the incoming freshmen. Those
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"Miraculous'a n d~~~~~~~~a

MIT guidance
praised by ast

{Contirued from page I1 tation La
begnning of the space program, the ceving pe
Apollo 8 crew spent considerable pre- ton duri
fight time at MIT. In July, the three analyses.
astronauts visited the Instrumentation
Laboratory for a briefing on the flight's Cone
computer program. Ten days before program
the flight, Astronaut James Lovell was landing,
at the -Laboratsory's building at 75 depend c
Cambridge Parkway for a simulation try." He
session in using the spacecraft's sextant contn'but
to make psiton sightings using the stars the aspec
and landmarks on the earth's often supporti
fuzzy horizon. that fund

From this training, the astronauts back, bu
deomnstrated on their fitght'thatthe flight sh
guidance and navigation can be done conclude
from the spacecraft using its own com- tainly sl
pute. As usual, the ground stations did depend o
the tracking during the flight, but as on th(
Lovell was doing the same work on stration.
board and his figures compared nearly The
identically with the ground's. At one 2078 en
point, Col. Bonnan told the world that divided a
the MIT system was "absolutely mira- Air Fore
culous." more th

Early in the flight, Col Borman underway
congratulated Lovell on his skillful use don pro]
of the ship's computer: "We've got to mekace
spend another four days up here with Federal ,
him and already he's talking about Air Foroe
going back to MiT as a professor." VTOL h

In addition to having Dr. Draper Boeing, 
and a number of his associates directly generatic
involved in the procedings at Houston, Apollo p

/ a group of engineers at the lnstrumen- Astronor
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Department would to the abolition or
withdrawal of credit for ROTC.

Students in the fourth-year ROTC
program prepared a statement defen-
ding the existence of ROTC. Attempt-
ing to prove its academic legitinacy,
the students wrote that the programs'
courses were just as difficult as other
courses and should be included in the
curriculum because military affairs are
part of modern life. "The courses are

A major administration decision is
expected this week in the continuing
debate over the status of ROTC at
Harvard College.

A seventeen-member administrative
board is scheduled to recommend
punishment for 115 students whose
attempt to observe a special faculty
discussion of ROTC on December 12
led to the meeting's cancellation. The
faculty, whose meetings are closed to
students, will then rule on the admini-
strative board's recommendations.

Seek support
On the night of December 15,

about 90 of the students who participa-
ted in the demonstration met in order
to plan means of gathering support
among students and faculty on their
demands that the University abolish
ROTC and grant amnesty to those
involved in the demonstration. Besides
scheduling a rally for Januar 10, the
students adopted a statement charging
that the administration opposed the
sit-in because it wishes to keep ROTC
at Harvard.

The students charged that "the
administration is using disciplinary
action as a political weapon." The
statement asserted that the reaction of
the administration "is too strong to be
directed simply at the tactic of sitting
quietly. It indicates a general fear of
SDS and other radical movements at
Harvard because our activities have
definite, practical goals which they
oppose, in this case the abolition of
ROTC."

On December 17, a meeting of
Harvard-Radcliffe SDS discussed plans
to spread a petition with a statement
blamirg the administration for having
"disrupted the faculty's business of
discussing ROTC" and having refused
to consider ther alternative of disaccre-
ditation, saying that "disaccreditation,
far from being a step toward the
abolition of ROTC, actually serves to
reinforce its position at Harvard."

The initial faculty meeting on the
ROTC question had been on December
3. The Harvard Crimson reported that
"Outside Sanders Theatre, student
demonstrators were chanting 'ROTC
must go,' but inside the position
received little support. Most of the
faculty speakers either criticized SDS's
plan to abolish Harvard ROTC or
ignored it, and spoke instead on whe-
ther ROTC should be denied academic
credit and what the consequence of
that action would be."

Pessimistic
Hilary Putnam, Professor of Philo-

sophy, who presented the SDS resolu-
tion, conceded that it wps very unlikely
that the faculty would vote to abolish
ROTC outright. "The faculty is not
that radical yet, though I'm optimistic
in the long an n thhey w l be."

In his speech, professor Putnam
argued that by training junior officers
Harvard was "complicit in war crimes,
complicit in the suppression of funda-
mental human rights to popular revolu-
tion and seff-detemnination. OUr con-
tention is that ROTC is training people
to violate dear human rights."

Hie concluded, "This is not a 'stu-
dent power' issue, and it is not an
'academic credit' issue. Thie issue is that
Harvard should no more arrnge with
the federal government for junior offi-
cers to be trained at Harvard than it
should arrange with the federal govern-
ment for napalm bombs to be manufac-
tured at Harvard."

Weak position
Opponents of the resolution argued

that it was illogical "to assume that
because the army is pursuing policies
we disapprove of we could do without
an army." It was also-asserted that a
simple withdrawal from a 'situation of
which one does not approve is a weak
position.

Several faculty members declared
that the faculty did not have enough
infonnmation to act at that time. It was
pointed out that they would be
"launching an unguided missile"
because it was unclear how the Defense

dlass WE ad/

* There will be an MIT Young Democrats meeting at 8 pm on January 13,
1969 in the Small Activities Room of ithe Student Center. The meeting will
consist of a discussion of 1) constitution; 2) election of officers; and 3) dues.
Questions? Contact Lenny Sigal, or Don Emerick.

-On Wednesday, January 8 at 8 pm Dr. Janus will present a lecture on
"A New Concept of Matter and Forcesea" The talks will be held in Room 491
of the Student Center. Refreshments wil be served by the Baha'i Discussion
Group.

$ At its December 12 meeting, the Commnttee on Evaluation of
Freshman Performance decided to change the limit on freshman registration
from 54 to 57 units for the spring term.

Students wishing to receive credit for more than 57 houzs in the spring
term must petition the CEFP outlining their program and the reason they
wish to pursue it. Petitions without the support of the student ' - advisor are
not likely to be approved.

Freshmen ar encouraged to take advantage of the listener status as a
means to broadening their exposure to te formal curriculum.

There will be a meeting of SCEP on Wednesday, January 8, at 8 pm in
W20400. Everyone is invited.

In response to many inquiries, the Developmental Reading Program will
be offered again just after spring vacation to members of the MIT
Community. The program, which cares no academic credit, will run dium
evenings a week for one hour. There will be a total of fifteen smsin, at a
cost of $30.

Notices about registration procedure wll go out to the entire MIT
Community just prior to spring vacation.

Inquiries may be adressed to Associate Dean William Sper, ext 4861, ot
to Mr. John A. Carey, Personnel Officer for Training and Infoatiaon, ext
4276.

ln* y people inteesting in working on the Student Government
refeaendum should contact Steve Ehrmann, ext 3272, or Wayne Wnger, ext
3784.

l* De U.S. Office of Education Fellows Progam, in its tdW year, seeks
to develop leadership in American education with insight into the role of
national education policy.

Aspiring educator and gQuate students ftom iansttutions of higher
learning and personnel of Sate Departents of Education are et~'ble to
apply for the progr.

Candidates are selected in recognition of their past achievements, of their
promise as educators, and of their demonstrated commitment to education
or'a field related to education.

* The Lecture Series Committee has raise the price of adNisson to all of
its Friday and Saturday night movies to one dolr. Ile action was necessary
due to rising costs and the desoe to support a mote intetesting lecture series.
LSC would appreciate written opinions of the matter.

APARTMENTS-for second term
and/or sammert. 2, 3,' and 4 persos.
Each 4 rnn., £r, bath, kitch. 33 Bay
State Road, Boston. 266-71270

ROTC
of specific relevance to the military
obligations now legally incumbant
upon all male citizens," the students$
said.

Although the students said getting
rid of "the necessary Conditions for the
existence of ROTC at Harvard" would
seriously linit students' opportunities,
they requested that, if changes were to
be made, the courses should be ana-
lysed individually.

Harvard debates system
tronauts
iboratory were constantly
erfornance data from Ho,
ng ight and relaying th,

Post Apollo view
e*ning the future of the spa

after the manned 1~
Dr. Draper says that it

on "the temper of the cot
e pointed out that the nu
tions of the program inclqu
ct of its serving as "a means
ng fine engineers." He not
ds have already begun to be-,
t added that the success of{
hould help the situation..!
,d that the program wMlc
tay alive, but its scale
Dn what the Russians do as
e character of the new admr

Instrumentation Laborat0~
mployees are about equ%
among projects for NASA, I
:e, and the Navy. Amoing t
ian forty programs curnenr
y are guidance for the Pos
)gram and for the deep
e submarine, a project for
Aviation Agency, guidance
m ICBM's, work on the Army
iellcopter and on the SST f(
NASA projects such as
)n inertial sensors and p0
programs such- as the OrbitP
mical Ohrprsuvaty.

Referendum to offer three
student government choices

Irnscormm this week will set a date for the referendum to select a new student
government. The referendum will probably be held January 20, 21, and 22.

Three different proposals will be on the ballot; two arising from the inoomo
Committe on Reorganization, and a third, entitled Towards a New Government,
being submitted independently by a group of students.

The proposals grew out of several committees that had been set up to reorga-
nize the student government. With pressure being brought by the inoperativeness
of Inscomm after the walkout by the UAP, and the agitation of the TANG group
for some referendum as soon as possible, the committee worked through Christ-
mas to produce the following proposals.

One of the Inscomm proposals calls for a revised form of the present Inscomm
system with about eighteen voting members selected from living groups, the Acti-
vities Council, and the Athletic Association. The other would create an assembly
with thirty members elected from living groups. The plan includes a student
ombudsman to be elected at large. His duty would be to heat student complaints
and remedy grievances.

The TANG proposals would create a toal democracy with no term offices. All
existing student governments would be abolished and in their place would be an
open assembly at which anyone of the academic community would be able to
vote.

Forums explaining *e three proposals will be held in the living groups next
week. Data sheets, constitutions, and by-laws will be published in the near future.

saE ~$1.00

Noww that's music
to anyon®s ears.

Choose your kind of music from 12,000
12"LP's at our Buyer's Musical Special.
A potpourri of pop, classical, jazz. Many
2 and 3 record sets (:$ per disc). Come
early to round ,up your selections.

Suggestion: at these record prices, pick
up some for gifts. All sales final, c4 course.

Harvard Square
3ted floor, Book & Record Shop.
Also, Tech Coop Record Dept.TheCi er = elela IHrfl Ro m= =
ThMolgate DprmnSte
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MIS.T. Hu aaties Series 1968 - 69
presentsK

The Boro>din Quartet

Borodin, Quartet No. I
Shostaio-vith, Quartet No. 7

Beethoven, Op. 59, No. 3

Sundaly, January 12, 3 PEPSI.

Kres~ge Auditorium

Tickets $3.00. Call JN4-6900, ext.4720
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.EdftW by TLary Klein

Editor's note: In early December Joe
Rhodes, undergraduate president of
Caltech, was in Boston and was invited
by Maria KFsive to come to the
Instiuate and talk with a few MAIT
students - Bill Spies, news directorfor
WTBS and former Caltech student,
Carson AgnewSahe Techi news editor,
Harold Federow, off-campus editor of
-Intisfree; Reid Ashe, staff member of
The Tech; and Peter Harris, chairnwn
of SCEP - about matters of mutual
interest. What follows is a condensed
version of their very unusual "hark"
sessin.)

Carson: Joe, what brought you to
New Enrgltand?
Joe: Oh, I had to talk to some people
at Harvard and at the Ford Foundation
about certain projects.
Bill: Jo, isn't it kind of unusual fox
an undergraduate president to travel

iround the country,?
Joe: Actually, i do it a lot. For
examrple, I've been traveling all over
California talking to student
government leaders concerning student
projects on their camnpuses.
ZBill¢ I entered Caltech in '62 as a
freshrnan. I'd like to know a few
things; fox example, I know you've
introduced Pass-Fail. In fact, you beat
us to it, and I'd like to know how you
believe it's worked out.
Joe: If you're talking about the
fieshman program of Pass-Fall, it's
cerainly an improvement over the

structured rat-race of before. But it
certainly shouldn't be looked upon as
an ultimate solution. The pxoblem
f~acing the freslmen with Pass-Fail is
that after a while a feeling seems to
develop among some freshmen
transcending the benefits of Pass-fail.
For istance, you'll see freshmen going
ever their finals. They're Pass-Fails but
sil have numbers on them. And one
freshman will say: "I have a 32; you
have a 33. Oh God, l've got to do
better!" It's really strange. So,
although the Pas-Fail system has
obvious benefits, there are still forces

in the Institute (Caltech) which tend to
bring freshmen back in line. I find this
very depressing.

1nwndCs~g'~ ty and5~E reaction
Speis: Do you believe this is the fault
of the system or simply the fact that
most freshmen who enter Caltech like
to compete. Wfhen they can't compete
in grades, they find these other ways il
which to comapesate.
Joe: I don't know how much I can
credit what they says lut for the last
three years we've made surveys of
freshmen - both before they've gotten
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into the Institute anid afterwards, and
in most cases theey say that when they
came to Caltech they weren't so
-wcrj7;i up over competition. They had
been so outstanding in- their high
schools Mthat they'd been kind of off by
themselves. We sent out questionaires
to freshmen asking what they liked to
do most, and fnany-of the answers were
almost lyrical. It's sad to look at them
after two or thee months at Caltech.

MAmte for acton
Bill: When I was at Caltech, I argued
strongly fo~r changes and was told flatly
Mthat it was impossible. Actually, it was
mainly my dealings .with the
adminiistration, I think, that caused me
to leave after two years. I found the
administrtifon to be stiff and, quite
honestly, dishonest in their dealings
with their students.
Maria: I think one of the reasons Joe
initiated his project at Caltech -was to
tr to change this situation.
(Ed. note: The project to which Maria
is refezrnng is a research study into the
problean~ of air pollution plannled and
carred out by students working at
Caltech.)
Joe: 'To talk about the pro~jet,,is
difficullt, for it was a complicated
affair. But I tlhinkc you're rigt, Maria,
in what you said. We were dealing with
an administration which was insensitive
to students, primarily, I think, because
it is a research institute. Although
education is certainly a concern of the
ad ministration, it is not always
considered so by the faculty who are
mnore interested in thei research.
Bill: You know, when I was a
freshman we had a student government
president like you who wanted to
accomplish changes, but fie only
succ~eeded in very minor wjys. Do you
think Caltech is fialmy chaning now?
Joe: No, I don't think Caltech is
becoming a more flexible or sensitive
istitution, if that's what you meanl.
What I think llas happened is thiat the
student body is becoming a lot more
sophisticatedd in their approach to the
Institute as a problem. I believe this is
patcularly manifest in the proqet and
oar approach to it regarding, our own
problems. W~e didn't start the project
mainy because of a concern for air
pollution, as most people Mhink. We
were interested in the problem
primarily as a means off bettering
Caltech as an educational institution,
rather th~an for thez sake of the problem
itself We sat down to draw up a
program Mthat would solve our problems
and also serve as an aid to th6

It's a short time to school's

end - and then your whole life's
ahead of you. The direction

that your 1 fe takes at this critical moment
will depend to a large extent on the

career selection you make. And certainly,
the decision is a difficult one. To help you

make this decision, whether you're a

college senior, or already a graduate,

representatives from scores of local firms
have gathered together to-present The

Greater Boston Careers Expmoition. This

opportunity-to meet, under one roof,
inforrnedl personnel managersfrom the

area's leading employers, is a unique
opportunity for the young job seeker.

In addition to individual Interviews and
counseling, The Careers Exposition will

present a series of four career seminars led

by outstanding professionals

represrbti ng various segments of industry

and the professions. This Greater Bostonr

Careers Exposition will take place at the

Statler-Hilton Hotel, Saturday, January

11, 1969 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. iNo

appointments, no admission...lt's Free!

LET'S GET GOING...

ggr, tyr ,n Bostom

Stader Hiltons Ho

3az-rdey, Januar Ho .969
9:0 a ms tob 5 :0i pcBm.

RESTAURAPNeBT
A]PARTMENTrS

for second term and/or summer
2, 3, and 4 persons

each 4 rmm., furn., bath, kitch.
33 Bay State Road, Boston

-_ 2667172

community. We decided that there
must be a project people could work
on where they could release both
intellectual energy and social concexrxs.
This is why we chose air pollution. We,
felt this was a serious problem that we
could get support for, while also having
an 1hPpact on the institute and the
surrounding community.
HsroId: Who was he '"we"?
bJe: Oh, probably about two hundred
Caltech students in all.
Harld: These were merely concerned
people, not ones withi special
qualifications?
Joe: That's right, just interested
people.

Carsom: I wondered how you've come
about to be president twice now? Was
there some issue you've stood for or
hag it simply been that no one else was
interested in the job?
Joe: No, there were other people who
wanted the position. I ran on a
platform of change; I felt change was
necessary at Caltech. As a sophomore I
was involved in a variety of smaller
projects working fox change. People
began to tell me to put myself where
my mouth was, so I ran for office.
During the election I said student
government should be an active entity,
rather than simply sit back and be a
iason between the administration and
the students. I felt I received a mandate
from the student body for this action
when I worn an overwhelmingly large
portion of the vote. So,we had a whole
year of action. We started out by
having visible type things - we had one
mass meeting with four hundred and
-fifty-fivre of the schools seven hundred
undergraduates and two hundred and
twenty of the faculty. At this meeting
we discussed educational policy. One
person would stand up and say
""Caltech is the most wonderful, most
beautiful place . . .' and a small faction
would clap. Then another person
would stand up and give detailed
arguments about what he thought was
wrong at the Institute. Then, we voted
onl things. We voted on abolishing
majors, on reducing requirements, on
establishing an Academic Refonns
Committee. Everything passed by the
majors proposal, and even close to half
the students voted for this. I really felt
this was amazing, since So many people
at Caltech are sensitive to the value of
their having a diploma and a mojor
when they graduate.
Bill: And what happened then?
Jloe: This is very interesting.
Everything we voted for, except for
putting students on faculty
committees, we obtained quickly. We
then had a series of meetings with the
faculty, and this was veer good for us.
We saw differences in the faculty
memrbeos; we saw that the faculty was
not a monolith. Some faculty members
were friendly to oar request, others
flatly said students couldn't be trusted-
Finally, though, the faculty decided
they could survive us being on their
committees and that, perhaps, we
might even be helpful. Now we have
students on all committees, even on the
admission comnmittee!
Reid: You, must have been rather
pleased with this.

Joe: No, actually we weren't. Even.
though we could make these public,
visible changes, we felt we werenl't
making substantive changes. We could
get on committees, hold meetings, etc.,
but real changes, like in faculty-student
relationships, weren't being
accomplished. We weren't doing
anything for the personal life of the
guys at Calteclh, and it's really a very
sad thing to see these buight, sensitive
guys Fetgforating. It was out of this
dissatisfactionI that our project came.

Comerns and a proect
Joe: This was the berg o the
project. We had, you see, a number of

.llease turnm tao poge
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the school guidance counselors should not be
allowed to take place in the other phases of the
program. If it is indicative of an even deeper
problem, indecision about the problem at the
Institute level or lack of a thorough plan, more
work must be done immediately.

Many questions must be answered. Do we want
the students enough to go further out of our way to
lure them here over our Ivy League competition?
What adjustments should be made in admissions and
academic standards% Should the counseling system
be revised?

The Black Student Union'and the task force
have begun the work. The faculty, administration,
and concerned students must join them in shaping
last year's decision into this year's meaningful

How deep is our commitment to increase the
number of Black students at MIT? How effectively
are plans being implemented?

Members of the Black Student Union who went
out recruiting Black applicants to MIT were often
greeted in high schools by much confusion, even
though they had been preceded by brochures
describing Project Epsilon. Schools which had never
before sent students to MIT were uncertain of the
standards required for the project. Schools which
had sent graduates to the Institute were unsure of
what standards to set for~comparison.

While it is important to remain flexible in such a
new venture, at the same time it is necessary to be
decisive enough to communicate to prospective
applicants to give them a basis for making a

KHW

One unfortunate result of the recent building
explosion on campus has been a pa/king implosion.
This means, quite simply, that parking spaces are
disappearing at a rate which is higher than that at
which. they are being created. We would like to offer
a suggestion which could, in the long run, alleviate
the problem somewhat.

Briefly, we would like to propose that, for
future building at the Institute, parking garages be
built underneath the buildings in question. The
example of the Boston Common parking garage will

serve to illustrate this point.
We realize that there are many objections to a

proposal such as this, but we feel that the parking
problem on' this campus,]twlch th e construction of
the new chemistry building has magnified, has
reached totally unacceptable proportions. Such
areas as cost, and, given the nature of the land, even
feasibility must; of course, be examined carefully.
Nevertheless, we believe that this proposal deserves
some consideration in future building plans.

ManagiVr Staff ................................ . ....... elbaum...
Wells Eddlenrwno '71, Mitch Seteta '
Carliss Baldwin '72, George Flint
JTay Pollack '72, Gail 7hurinondF'

Producton Staff ............................... ;............................. Bruce Weinben 7"i.
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Housing Correction

To the Editor:

In his progress report on Cambridge
housing (The Tech, Dec. 13) Bob
Deruiis was apparently reporting before
the fact. He correctly reported that the
Graduate Student Council, at its
December 9 meeting, passed
resolutions concerning the housing
crisis but the text of the resolutions
given in the article was the proposed
text which was amended before
passage.

The changes were not substantial
but because the GSC felt that MIT was
a more desirable landlord than some of
our friendly, local slumlords, point two
should read "MIT' in appreciation of
the current housing crisis, should desist
from purchasing any further housing in
residentially zoned areas ff the effect of
such purchase will be to remove this
housing form the market available to
low-income families, and elderly
Cambridge residents." And, secondly,
that there is an urgent need for
remodelling Burton House and that any
renovations in Ashdown House might
aggravate the housing crisis and not
alleviate it. The Fifth point should read
"MIT place primary emphasis on
conslructing and improving on-campus
housing for graduate students."

John B. V' Harkness
President,

Graduate Student Council

Burton or Ashdown?
To the Editor:

We would like to commend the
Graduate Student Council for its inter-
est in the housing problems in Cam-
bridge and here at MIT. One of its
reccemendations deserves further com-
ment from our point of view. Specifi-
cally this is the proposed delay in the
renovation of Burton House. We under-
stand the concern of the GSC with
graduate housing at MIT because there
is a problem there. This problem can-
not be solved, however, by delaying the
renovation of Burton House. This sug-
gestion shows that theGS$C acted on
the basis of the need improvement in
graduate housing rather than on the
'acts concerning Burton House.

Burton House was temporary
housing when it became a dormitory in
'1951. It has been hopelessly over-
crowded, housing about 540 students,
since that time. Since 1951 renovations

in Burton House -have been delayed
several times due to lack of funds.
Finally, funds are available to renovate._
the building. The facilities in Burton
House are quite simply inadequate for
the number of people living in the
building. In comparison to other under-
graduate housing both at MIT and at
other schools, Burton House is a fourth
rate facility at best. The building has

-not held its age well and, if there were
a fire, there would be a large number of
casualties. In view of these facts it is

' imperative that the renovation of Bur-
ton House take place as soon as possi-
ble.

To suggest that the renovations of
Burton House be delayed for simple
summer renovations to Ashdown
House demonstrates ignorance of the
conditions in Burton House. We hope
that we have presented these condi-
tions clearly in this letter.-The renova-
tion of Burton House cannot and must
not be postponed even one week, and a
delay of four years to 1975 is simply
out of the question and totally unac-
ceptable.

John Head
President, Burton House Committee

Leonard A. Distase
Vice-President, Burton House Committee

Laundry

To the E '; or:

Once -dn t word has come
down froc lugh-Mr. Bishoff has
decreed tha, :IacGregor House, when
opened, 'will not be allowed to own its
own laundry machines. He feels that an
outside company will g e better
service "in the-long run."

This is not a trivial matter. Because
Burton House owns its own laundry
machines, and der; -s the profit from
them, its He-:,s Committee has
consistently Lad qnore resources to be
used to improve conditionrs for each

still having difficulty with this building depflkrtmental mausoleums, the morej
(Please see the recent catalyst.). Past specious artifacts planted in our nmi~
attempts to "categorize the types" are the chapel and the esga rden, NC!
have also given us the present facility; a manifestations of a back-to-the-womb.
structure grossly inadequate from the philosophical disorder. Both wew
viewpoint of the "needs of the MIT meant to provide a place to getawayi
student." Face it, it's an architectural from the hustle and bustle of the hecki
dinesairn. We struck out twice, have we life at the Institute. Students nee.
another chance? engagement, not escapement! If 0n~'~

My second objection is to the life is not healthy, or is tendingt-
functional space use concept applied to induce neuroses, by all means one musi
student life. One specific use f0~ use have the right to change it! Tnlf
specific area is an efficiency condition nmrer-nevex land of the university is M0ot
only to 'be appled to , the discipline the seat of life afFmmrnation today~
areas behind 77 Mass. Ave. The very If one agrees that hacking withou0
thought of a room for this, a room'for ' guilt is healthy, if one seeks a whoK
ttat, fragments one's life and one's and integrated lifestyle, one's mandat
activities. is clear. He must speak out and spez_

The fantastic/new/wonderful thing out loudly against -fragmentabo041
about the sanctuary experiene (which whereveT be finds it and in favor &
our leading thinkers seem to idealize) humane social foms promoting a fn~:
was its overall integrity in the face of honestly pluralistic but whole society.
its plural practices. One was free to do
as one wished/ Many wished to d o . . ..fically, give the ptrait,-building to the faculty; it is impressO-
many things[ Many did many thins. enough. As for a new building, clues W
But a basic unity was preserved, both the design can be taken as the negatior

n the communityr and in the of the present one. The whole buil~sf

house resident; this in turn has helped
make the house government effective
and responsible.

Mr. Bishoff's argument ' is
incomprehensible to me-one need

only compge the operations of Burton
Laundry Committee to those of, for
instance, Serveid (which has a
franchise to operate food machines in
Burton) to see how much better a
service operation works when it is
student-run. Every house member feels
a little responsible for the operation;
also, repairs and adjustments are made
by persons inside the house, who are
easier to contact and who can make the
repairs more quickly than the
employees of a large company with
many other locations.

I hope that, in the face of these
considerations, Mr. Bishoff can be
induced to change his mind, and allow
Barton-style laundry operations in
MacGregor and any other dorm that
wants them. Dormitory residents can
only benefit from this change.

Peter Meschter '69

Student Center

To the editor:

I was amused and chagrined at the
thoughts in the article by Bob Dennis
which you ran last Friday. Briefly let
me recount a few of the thoughts and
then present mycrit.

Bruce Anderson, et al, "is
attempting to categorize the types and
needs of MIT students and to
determine whether all the types are
being semed by the present facilities."
If all the "types" are being served one
wouldn't think the study would be
necessary would it? Looking at this
point historicy demonstrates the
relevance of most of these types of
studies. Undoubtedly Walker was the
product of some series of studies and
long, thoughtful deliberations. We are

participants. imposes an outmoded andm
I am suggesting that the inappropriate Spanis4

differentiation of a room to engage in f or m / s y m etry/rectangularity
the euphemistic "social Puroses"with. pomposity on aU who come nea~
Wellesley students is a completely false Going up to go down/a. unidirectio~i
and specious idea which wil do approach/ turned from Of
norhing to contribute to the Institute's main/approach directions/inflexi~t.
health, nor will it lend wholeness or spaes the e x treme pomposity
integrity to the lives of the students itff iformallity of furnhishin~gs (which~ dozec
seeks to serve. Sex is a part of health, - ings hi dozenpeople wvill sit an couches on one sitY
but compulsive, mn~echan~ie sex is not. f a room looking at another dozen 01
it reduces both partners to machine the other?) - the complete lack C.
status. Setting a specific room aside for -visual and aural privacy (one couplei
'social purposes' is as ridiculous as a lounge Ms it) - these are au toar
living one's sex only from 8 to I an irrational in our context an~
Saturday nights. How can one deny Mmejousa y unsuited~to the nftdsK
this or relegate these facets of even the most sophisticated W-='
lppa'sonityJ to mtere functions? Peoplei students. This 'type' is changing ba!'
are sexual beings; people are sociable one thing is certain: he abhors 'g90w
beings. Obviously what is needed is a old state schooa fun' as much as
free, h onest, open society where people distains L9tin socericar
can be what they are, and not have to authoritarianism.
divide their personalities into functions
to be performed in functional rooms.

Besides the fragmented
S. J. Pecselnyt

Coums ~ 17, '6!

gols% -
-ILBlack prob3 lem

preliminary decision. reality.
This lack of communication between MIT and
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(Contiened fmm page 3) Joe: Nc

corcerms. 'We were disarbed by the to work
fat that most of the Caltech student and the
body was unexcited intellectually or communi
otherwise. People who come to Caltech BM: It's
tend to be socially underdeveoped, imagine m
and we weren't helping them a bit. Flnmr yo
Moreover, we were concerned about cakyus
the fact that faculty and students takes is f
seldom seemed to be interacting with the librar
each other. Do you realize that we have their boo
almost as many people at Caltech with 8, Ad y
faculty status as students? You would occauranc
think is might mean a close nld when
student-faculty relatiornship. In fact, Institate,
most students seldom see their faculty a dorm. 
out of class. You would think that at the girls,
Caltech with only two hundred goig coo
freshmen wve would have small casses. time. FA
Instead, we throw all two hundred problems
freshmen together for their three a positive
lecture classes. wouldn't
Bal: It's Eike an 8.02 lecture here in some of t
the number of people. MO]
lJe: We felt that students should Joe: Anc
exploit faculty. I'm very, much for was to
student exploitation of faculty America ,
resources. We thoughth that with -a to accoml
research project we could really get to used air pi
the faculty. Faculty aren't so up on was an ob
haring students walldg up to them could beI
anld saying, "You're a faculty and X 1m a- few misg
student. Let's have some though w
faculty-stuldent relations." They just radise m
don't lik this. But if you walk up to foundatioi
them with a problem and say, "Look, proposals 
Doctor, I've got thlis problem and I tremendot
wondered how to set up tis equaton Maia Ai
,.." , their eyes light up and they're mny
more. than glad to tell you all. they mo65ney?
knlow. So, we thought if we got a finaly foi
project with lots of open ends and lots but to go
of questions, we could get faculty for help E

excited and working with us. Thlese anywhere
were some of the tings we wanted to Lord, we'
do, so we -decded on the air pollution' them", bu
project. you go to
Pete: Did !you. only have Caltech able to ge
people working on your project? the Fede,

1969 Capnice Coupe
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No: clownls. No hoopla. Ifun hatsThis is anl event for the sericcar buyer. The man who has X nu
ber of dollars to spend and is det
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mecombination of warring baronies with
a tremendous range of feelings, not one
evil monolithic institution trying to
screw everyone. And when we went to
HEW, we found, I think, some of tho
most sensitive people to our plan we
came upon. Moreover, they gave us the
money we needed.
Reid: That's very interesting. How
about the success of the project itself,
though?
Joe: Last summer we had seventy-five
students at Caltech working on the air
pollution research, and I thought it was
a true exhibition of great potential.
Can you imagine a community of
sevenity-five people, close with each
other, where you don't have to succeed
at the expense of others? For instance,
here at Caltech if one guy gets an A on
a test, then the next guy thinks 'YGod,
he's raised the curve and now I've
probably got only a.B." During hee
summier, though, everyone was pulling
together. When one person succeeded,
all succeeded, and people were
sirncerely happy. This doesn't happen
regularly at the Institute. Moreover,
people worked hardy and we found Cthat
when people really get turned on to
something they learn. The faculty was
stunned by ths enthusiasm. They
could see Hthat it worked, though, so
some of the faculty came around and-
gave some seminars. These semninars
weren't the kind you go to sleep in,
though.. We knew what theey were
taling about and we challenged theme
and we questioned them, foz we
needed thle information theey were
giving us. And, finally, we ended up
giving the faculty some seminars
ourselves.
Myrf: How did your administration
react to your project?
Joe: The adrainistration -eventually,
tried to help us too, for we were aiding
the Institute's image which was not too
good. We Awued this gave us power,
which it did.

lo, inl fact we invited three girls
with us as research afffliates,.

lir impact' on the Caltech
city was almost urmeasurable.

Is hard for an MIT student to
what it's like at Caltech. If you
u live on a sexually-segregated
you should see Caleeh. All it
for a girl to come walking into
ry and half-a-dozen guys drop
)ks.
es, girls have been rare

tees on the Caltech campus,
n these thWee girls came to the
, each was quickly adopted by
The faculty kept close tabs on
for the possibilfty of Caltech

ed was being considered at the
t ortnately there were no
s with the girls. This had quite
e effect on the faculty. You
' believe the wild premonitions
the faculty had.
Dney and togetheisnss
tother aspect of our project

learn how institutions in
work. We wanted to learn how
aplish change in America. W~e
pollution as our problem for it
bvious problem. After all, who
for air pollution except for a
guided businessmen. So we
wve had a problem we could
noney for. We went to
:)ns and our first efforts at
; were terrible, but we learned
)usly from these attempts.
knd you finally got your

It from the foundations. W~e
)und that we had no choice
D to the Federal Governmnent
since we couldn't get money
else. And we thcouht "Good

Ad'l never get anything from
ut we tried and leamned -that if

thMe n1:: people you may be
,t what you need. We found
eral Governmenet to be a

postponed uDWil
(Continued from page 1)

sion. In addition, there would be a
gaflle- for obserTers and the press.

Discussion of these motions lasted
two hours, with much faculty support
in evidence for the second and third
proposals. Professor Noam Chornsky
moved to make'the second proposal
effective on ar- experimental basis. The
possibility ofa student referendum on
this issue was also discussed. Many
members of the faculty expressed con-
cem that if meetings were opened, only

<specialX Meettng
the radical elements of the student
body would attend.

In an interview following the meet-
ing, Professor Walter Rosenblith, Chlair-
man of the Faculty, commented that
the discussion was at all times "gentle-
manly" and that he felt that the
majority of the faculty was ready for
an experiment in solving this problem.
He added that it would not be neces-
sary for a majority of the student body
to be interested in attending faculty
meetings for it to be worthwhile to
allow some sort of student participa-
tion.
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The extreme length of the secrecy
debate precluded any possibility of
discussing the controvesial proposals of
the faculty task force conceming revi-
sions of the Institute requirements.
This discussion will be held instead at a
special meeting of the faculty on
Wednesday, January 8. Professor
Rosenblith told The Tech that no
students would be invited to attend
that meeting, though a proposal from
SCEP concerning Institute require-
ments would be presented.

Another faculty issue on which a
decision will be made in the near future
is that of the Institute calendar. A
proposal which may include chaning
January into a month of low-pressure
independent stuedy may be presented to
the faculty within a month or two.
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Ventilation. Feel the kick of the big-
gest standard V8 in our field.

'rhen go down the street or-across
town and see how we stack up against
Those Oter Cars.

We think you'll wind up with a
Chevy.

More people do, you know..

1969 Chevrolet with a big V8 and
automatic transmission for less than
you could last year.

Comre in and spend some time.
Dig, probe, ask questions, take notes.
You owe it to yourself to be thorough.

Go for a drive.
Get a free sample of Chevrolet's

luxurious full-coil, cushioned ride.
Shut the windows and see how fresh
the Interior stays, thanks to Astro Puting yoe firsts, keeps u fir st.

PLUS,-

- For Local Control in the
Schools

e What Went Wrong in Vietnam?
- Israel and the Arabs

Brandeis sanctuary ends*
soldier turns himself iin
Sp/4 John D. Rollins and fifty of his remaining comrades at the Brandeis

Sanctuary "busted" themselves Thursday, December 19, by parading and demon-
strating against the Vietnam war at Fort Devens.

He and the Brandeis students brought hundreds of leaflets with them. The
leaflets saluted his friends at Prandeis who had given him sanctuary, saying, "The
people with me today supported me in my struggle. They are living proof that
support exists for servicemen in their struggle against the military." -

Rollins and others left Brandeis in a motorcade of eleven cars, bearing such
slogans as "Peace, Brother, Peace." The sentry guard at Fort Devens, a sergeant,
waved the cars filled with Brandeis students onto the base. Thien the group left the
cars and began passing out their leaflets on MacArthur Avenue. Some of the
soldiers took the leaflets from the demonstrators, while others refused and
anxiously awaited the -.!,rival of the military policemen.

The military police were nowhere in sight, so the group began to parade up
MacArthur Avenue. They began to distribute the leaflets to some civilian con-
struction workers. At this point, it was remarked that the demonstration had no
organization, and the crowd began to disperse back to the parking lot.

MP's arrive
The military police arrived in three jeeps. Lt. Col. Leon Sexton, the Fort

Devens Provost Marshal, ordered the MP's to form a line across the street, preven-
ting the students from advancing. He said to the students, '-fhis is a United States
military reservation. You are not allowed to come on a military reservation to pass
out leaflets. There is a federal law against it."

Some of the students began to protest and jeer, but Col. Sexton calmly main-
tained what he had previously stated. "1-here will be no leaflets," he stated. "I am
ordering you to leave the reservation." The students began retreating on
MacArthur Avenue, and Col. Sexton said, "Which one is Rollins?" After walking
up to Rollins, Col. Sexton shook hands with him and did not release his grip until
Rollins was safely aboard one of thejeeps with two military policemen.

The students waved good-bye to Rollins as his jeep pulled away, exchanged
Christmnas, greeting with the remaining soldiers, and got back into their cars. They
were escorted back oif the base by an MP car.

% esmned

newsstand
NOW

Par one of the authorized
Hemningway biography -
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Light corn pany: bright ideas

ai

By Gaty Bjerke

(Ed. note: This review is based on a
preview performance given last week.
The Tech wml present further comment
after thae official opening tonlight.)

From the oozing Cambridge swamp
of protesters, protestees, wah-wah
pedal stompers and would-be wah-wah
pedalers has arisen something refresh-
ing. Although not everything that it
advertises to be, at least notyet, it is
certainly several cuts above what other,
better-known theatrical efforts claim to
be. We are referring, of course, to the
newly hatched Blatant Beast of campus
satire, The Light Company.

The Company, which will hold its
opening performance January 7 in its
rather unique auditorium at 719 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue, consists of Bruce
Clayton-Brown, Howard Jerome, Jan
MacKenzie, Cindy Hathaway, and
William T. Whitman, and is dircted by
Jeremy Carl Leven. According to its
Penny Paper, part of The Light Com-
pany's assault on everything that comes
to mind, the members of the cast are
quite varied in background, sporting
:.aorking women, Afro-Americans,

Jews, Catholics, Transcendental hip-
pies, and one Puritan witch."

The Company advertises to be "a
Theater of political controversy and
contemporary humor." That is most
certainly is. Its skits range from mildly
humorous, (if perhaps a bit obscure)
through outrageously caustic to abso-
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lutely briiant. The Company's claim
to the usage of multi-media, however,
is a bit less precise. If, by "mult-
media", one merely means the use of
pointed pictorial messages projected
onto screens surrounding the stage,
then the Company is definitely
involved in multi-media. In fact, it may
be guilty of overuse of this device,
which because of the positioning of the
screens causes the viewer to detch
himself from the action on the stage to
see what is happening behind him.

Receptive attitude

The Light Company is young,

Grading forum

Sel-ev a
By Harold Federow

Pass-no credit and no grades at all
were amrnong the new grading formns
discussed at the Forum onGradesheld
in the Little Theater December 16.

Undergraduate Planning Professor
Edgar Schein, who chaired the meeting,
attempted to direct the discussion to
some system that would go beyond
merely changing to a pass-fail form of
grading, and would involve some sort
of studet-instructor interaction as part
of the evaluating process.

Any evaluative proposal_ must
provide some feedback on
performnance. It must evaluate potential
in the course field. It must also certify
a certaii level of learning.

Grades, it was felt, did not perform
any of the above functions well, and
did not perform at least one at all.
Alternates could be either standardized
tests or personal evaluation. The
persona! evaluation could be either
self-evaluation, done by the professor,
jointly, or even by other students.

Mike Albert '69, introduced a
proposal, written by Bill Ber '69,
Larry White '69, Mike Sporer'69, and
himself, entitled "sTowards a New
Grading System." This proposal would
allow the student to choose his own
gradinmg system, except that the consent
of the instructor would be required in

though, and because it is based on the
feeling and desires of the audience, it
will no doubt smooth its natural wrin-
kles out before long. This surprisingly
receptive attitude towards the audi-
ence, indeed, is the lifeblood of the
Comnpany. The concept behind it is

that of keeping the material in a
constant state of evolution, refreshing
it every day with suggestions from fans
who call in and tell the Company what
they feel. In a sense, this is a mucthly
desired substitute for all the alln.ut
participation of Living Theatre gemnre,
which more-often than not degenerates
into meaninglessness.

Ever since the election of RichAid
Nixon, a great deal of speculation has
been made concerniing the successes
and disasters which maight befall the
new leadership. It is indicative of the
short-sightedness of the average mortali
that he ignores the obvious and immed-
iate answers to his deepest questions.
These answers lie in the stars, or in the
Arcana of the Tarot (ff adequate astro-
logical facilities are lacming).

When this newspaper called upon

reposed
PiofessorDonovan, who teaches 6.251,
said that he had had similar problems.
The students would slack off on his
course, and too many-were getting
borderline grades. When grades were
reintroduced course work improved,
more got done, and most people were
getting either A's or B's.

There were several points made in
rebuttal. It was pointed out that,
becaus the students were human, they
would naturally tend to skimp on
pass-fail couse and concentrate more'
on graded courses.

Carolyn Pass '72 said that in her
experience freshmen may not do all
assignments on time, but they all
eventually get done. Also, she felt that
she had much more tirme to get
involved in things that were more
personally meaningful to her san
courses than she would have if she had-
to worry about grades.

One other problem that caused
concern was that of motivation. Several.
people felt that the joy of learing was
not a sufficient motivation for most
people to study and learn. Under these
new grade systems, provision is made
for students who do need grades to
motivate them. One problem that
was somewhat blown up was that it
was felt that we would lose
"Quality Control" at MIT. If there is
no way to flunk out people, then one
gets the "undesirables" whose first
priorities may not be an MIT
education. This point was not fully
explored, however.

It was unfortunate that only about
50 students and about 42 faculty and
adamnstration personnel were these. A
request was made fog a sense of the
meetf in favor of the TANG
proposals. A majorit did in fact seem
to be in favor, but it is not at all
apparent what will Inow happen. As of
press timne Prof. Schein had not
ammounced a decision on a future
forum.

me for consultation on the futune c
the new leadership, Boston smoa
obscured the heavens, making preei
astrological measurements impossiblej
was, however, able to make first or&
approximations using the Tarot

Following the Egyptian traditio;
the Wheel of Fortune was used as X
significator. For checking of past ac
curacy, a card of the past was rri
cast The card that fell was one o
failure: the Five of Swords. Thus e.
couraged by the deck's statement 0-
IA. Nixon's 'past failure, I proceeda
with the analysis of things to corm

The next inquiry concerned ?:-
Nixon's house (or in the political sena
staff or admirnistration). The card cat
was the Eight of Pentacles, a card W
sil or dompetence. One infers, the:
that the cabinet and admnistbration wZ
function efficiently and responsibly, f
not brilliantly.

On the query of the most signifl
cant future development, the Three 0R
Wands (reversed) was cast. Happay'
this is one of the few cards which hx
no ambiguities or variations in any cad
ox reaBding known to me. It cleadl
means' an end to conflict, or nom-
generally, to adversity.

The second card on the same quer
was the Three of Swords (reverse4,-
which in its Egyptian sense implies lo
or alienation, particularly witha resI.
to one's followers. It is said that.itwz--
this card, in combination with Tk:
Devil, which was cast before the deat
of Julius Caesar.

In the present case, however, thea
is no such connotation if violence :
that of The Devil. All things conre
deted, it appears that Mr. Nixonf
administration will probably bringthf
conflict in Vietnam to an end, but f
there will be some kind of trouble
besetting- the administration after tA
cessation of hostilities.

The trouble will have the forn e
schism or alienation, and it appe
that the trouble will not in any way b
based in corruption. It will, howeY
be sufficiently severe to preclu&e 
re-election.

I must confess my reet thatmT-
prediction is limited to the comb
tively poor accuracy affirded byt
Tarot deck; and it is my hope tOi
more precise measments can be
effected at a later date. I hope that
have shone some light on he problem=
nevertheless.

If ay readers desire consultaS,:
with Raoul on personal matters, a!
Mish to suaggest future inquiries, thq-
are invited to adress copresWpondeiee
to Raoul, The Tech, W20483. Come
pondance will be handed as time pa-
mits.

order to take a course-pass-pass.
The choice of system would have to

be made within three weeks of the
beginning of the term. After that tine,
any changes would have to be with the
consent of the instructor. According to
Albert, this proposal was drawn up
after serious thought into the functions
of any grading system and with the
thought of maxirizing the freedom of

-all who participate in the learning
process. This system is intended to
avoid the artificial imposifion of grades
from the outside by the adminitation.

In later debate, Albert said that, in
his opinion, the best grading system
was pass-no credit. Under this, a person
either passes the course or no record is

made of his having registered for the
course. In effet, therefore, it would be
what we now have as listener, except
that credit would be given for the
course.

Two professors who had had
experience with pass-fail grading
systems were asked to comment on
their experiences with it. Professor
Wedlock said that in his course, 6.70,
few students had more than a quarter
of the work done with threeq<uarters
of the teim gone by. This xesulted in
most students living in the lab du'ing
the last few weeks of the termn.

If you live or work in M1ass-
achusetts, you are eligible for
low cost, high quality life in-
surance in a mutual organiza-
tion with an outstanding
record of financial soundness.

Founded as a public service in
1907, Savings Bank Life In-
surance is sold only through
Mutual Savings Banks direct
to keep cost low. And al-
though not guaranteed, divi-
dends have been paid to
policyholders every year since
1908, to reduce cost still fur-
ther.

Savings Bank Life Insurance
policies are available in a wide
variety of forms. To find out
what Savings Bank Life
policy will meet your needs
best, visit a mutual savings
bank and ask for personal
counselling about Savings
Bank Life Insurance. It could
be one of the smartest finan-
cial moves you'll ever make.
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is Coming '
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i SZrllSH£ SERIES F 3 FILM PROGRAS

INt:U.S. showings of 26 of the
wrld's most outstanding cre-

afire short films, from 9
countrile Black comedy
and drama of the absurd
. .. continental wit and
lyrical humanism... an-

4 �� Imation and collage
graphics... electronic
color and surreal
sound... science-fic
tion fantasy and doc.
urnmentary realism.
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MCAA to ponder
new proposals

The RPI Athletic Department, in an

empt to bring to a final decision the

xtroversy over eligibility of college
shmen to participate in varsity
orts, has proposed three different
elndments to be considered at the

nual NCAA gathering in Los Angeles
month.
Amendment A: To make freshmen

iligible for all NCAA events and to
punt participation by a freshman on a
usit team as one of three permis-
ible seasons of varsity competition.

Amendment B: To make freshmen
igible for all NCAA events in all
orts.
Amendment C: To make freshmen

oble for all College Division events,
atnot University Diision events; and
eshmen would be eligible for three

sequent seasons of participation in
h divisions.
-In addition, an amendment was
mitted by the ECAC, the Big Ten

.ference, and Pacific 8 -Conference
~teding to rule freslunan students
'om institutions with moze than 1250
adergraduate male students inelgible
n all NCAA events, and freshman

dents from all institutions ineligible
)National Collegiate Championship
ents.

Godabrd 's "LESECARIBINZERS"
'3:45, 6:3S5, 9:40

Phu "LEPEYTTSOLDA 1T
2:s1, 5:oo, 8:o.
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By Robed Foum

11he Night They Raided Miasky's'
s supposed to be a super-nostalgic
k at burlesque in the twenties. It
s supposed to star veteran actor Bert
hr, as an old-time comic who was
Oce "top banana" And it was
Ipposed to be about an innocent girl
at he brings to Minsky's Burlesque
er she runs away from home, who is

aded unawa~ to appear on stage
a trick to foil a police raid, and

hose appearance accelerates the
barges the old man is incapable of
adexstanding.
Bert Lahr's unfortunate death put
end to that film, however. None of
important scenes w,-th the girl had

an shot, and the producer (Norman
ear) was unable, or unwffinig, to find

suitable replacement. His only
.ourse was to rewrite the script,
Wvagg what could be of the original
tentions, and playing up the

makinig the scene
A work by MIT music professor

avid Epstein wi be performed in a
llcert of the Boston Symphony
chestra Chamber PlayersWednesday,
uary 8 at 8:30 pm in Jordan Hall.
s String Trio will be performed by
seph Silverstein, concertmaster of
BSO, Burton Fine, principal violist,

d Jules Eskin, principle cellist.
'The MIT community players will
en its 36th season with six peortr-

ances of Jean Anouilh's Antigone at
gT's Kresge Little Theater beginning
;uary 10, 1969. Performancesof the
lebrated Anouilh play will also be
en Saturday and Sunday January
.12 and Thursday to Saturday Janu-
16-18. The play will be directed by
Cooke, and stars Marie Philips and

k Goldner. All performances begin
8:30, except Sunday which begins at

30; ticket information may be
tained by phoning 86446900, ex.

!20.
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remaining mnajor chiaracters, especially
Jason Robards and Norman Wisdom as
Minsky's new star comics.
Understandably, the shooting was

-confused, and the changes were mostly
just a matter of clever editing.

Just a mess
The result, finally, is just as much a

mess. it vacillates between an almhnost
serious love story and a straight-out
farce, with burlesque more the
background than the subject. What's
left of the original intentions is mostly
the long introductory sequence, and in
the advertising. Admittedly, there are
plenty of well-staged recreations of
burlesque numbners and routines, and
many funny shots of stereotypes of the

period; but they no longer bear any
relation to the picture's plot or
purpose. Any intended subtleties have
become hopelessly lost in the struggle
to fabricate an understandable
succession of events.

So, without any preliminary
explanation, the fim is so haphazard
one might seriously doubt the
competence of everyone involved; and
even with an explanation, there isn't
much left to enjoy. Thee are some
good comic scenes, though others
could be better, and the photography
and acting are not lacking. But, with
most of today's film audience born
somewhat later than 1925, you can't
stake everything on nostalgia.

By Robin Hood, et al
"Mhe Lion in Winter" is the stor of

the stlruggle betwen en Hey 1I of Eng-
land and Eleanor of Aquitaine, his
wife, to determine the succession to
the throne after Hermy's death. It is the
story, too, of the betrayal of brother
against brother. Set in 1182, some
years after the death of Thomas a
Becket, it begins at Christnas, as Henry
is holding court. He releases his wife
from her prison, and calls his sons to
him

We then meet his sons for the first
time: Richard, who, having vanquished
a foe, is trying to work up the courage
to kill him; John, who is being instruc-
ted by his father in the arts of swords-
manship; and last (and even in this we
see a hint of the future), Geoffrey,
directing several ranks of mounted sol-
diers against a troop of foot-soldiers.

They all come to the castle, and the
struggles begin: Eleanor and Richard
against Henry and John, Jeff and John
againt Richard, Richard -- and Jeff
against John. Winner take all, and the
winner in Jeff-except that the winner
is none of them.

The intrigues all take place to the
background of the battles of Hemy and

= * ' _ i . a -

Eleanor. While fighting for Henry
against a young ward, or for Richard
against John, we see Katharine Hep
burn at her best. Ranging in passions
from proud arrogance to bitter defeat,
she is still the queen.

Pitted against her is Peter O'Toole
as her husband, Hentry II. Loving father
and husband, lusty Englishman and
King of England, he epitomizes the
legends of that time.

The interplay between Eleanor and
Henry is, unfortunately, practically the
whole movie. Not enough time is devo-
ted to the sons, though they do have a
few moving moments, like those
between Richard and Eleanor, or
Richard and Henry. John is played
well, properly pitiful. It is, in fact,
difficult to conceive of John as the
future King of England he became. The
truly masterful son is Jeff: eternally
the overlooked son, neither his father
or mother caxed for him.

The title, if you're interested in the
historical angle, comes from the fact
that Henry It added the lions to the
coat of arms of England.
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'The Lecture Series Co:mmittee

presents Oscar lforovitzas:

| B (3 t41-[J~

Mr. 1Iorovitz 122 won .9I

awards in amateur

Cinematography both inl

National and International

Competitions.

The one and one half hour

Color film will be

narrated by Mr. Heorovitz.

26-100

8:00 PM

Tues, 7 January

Free
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Camus ' "THE STRANGER "
5:30, 7:30, 9:30
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Rew'r/tten 'Minsky's
There are several positions
available on the advertlisig
sales sforce of The Tech.

Commissions commensurate
with performancee
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O'Toole Hepburn shine
0n The ioa n terin "The Lion im Winter'l
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for the next two wea 
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Buy yur ipton nw'!

,HEARD
ABOUT
,_ OUR

STUDENT
DISCO)UNT

BrIng along gour I. D. and
get a 17 discount! Bona
fide college 'students can
ski here any d¥ for only
$5, Mon. through Fri. (ex-
cept during hollday peri-
ods). Uncrowded midweek
skiing gives you a lo monre
runs or your rmoney.

S"'E YOU SOON
Don't miss the affer-ski
adion at fhe new Crazy
Indian lounge in fhe Four.
ways resfeuranf!
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By Gary Bjerlke

{Ed. note: This review is based on a
preview performance given last week.
The Tech vw71 present further comment
after the official opening tonight.)

From the oozing Cambridge swamp
of protesters, protestees, wah-wah
pedal stompers and would-be wah-wah
pedalers has arisen something refresh-
ing. Although not everything that it
advertises to be, at least _notyet, it is
certainly several cuts above what Other,
better-known theatrical efforts claim to
be. We axe referring, of course, to the
newly hatched Blatant Beast of campus
satire, The Light Company.

The Company, which will hold its
opening performance January 7 in its
rather unique auditorium at 719 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue, consists of Bruce
Clayton;Brown, Howard Jerome, Jan
MacKenzie, Cindy Hathaway, and
William T. Whitman, and is directed by
Jeremy Carl Leven. According to its
Penny Paper, part of The Light Cornm-
pany's assault on everything that comes
to mind, the members of the east are
quite varied in background, sporting

-\Oa~okng women, Afro-Americans,
Jetws, Catholics, Transcendental hip-
pies, and one Puritan witch."

The Company advertises to be "a
Theater of political controversy and
contemporary humor." That is most
certainly is. Its skits range from mildly
humorous, (if perhaps a bit obscure)
through outrageously caustic to abso-
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me for consultation on the future of
t3he new leapdership Boston sraog
obscured the heavens, ma~king precise
astrological measurements imposssible. 1
wazs, howtever, able to m~ake first Order 
approximations using the Tarot.

Followling, the Egyptian tradition,
-the Wheel~ of Fortune~l was uasedi as the
significator. For checking olf past ac.
curacy, a. card of the past was first
cast The card that fell was oane of
failure: the Five of Swords. Thus en.
rbouraged by the deck's statement of
Mr. Nixon's 'past failure, I proceeded
with the analysis off things to come.

The next innquiry concerned &II.
Nixon's ]house (or in -the politica semse,
staff or abdmin~istration). The card cast 
was the Eight of Pentacle%, a card of
skrill or tompetence.Cf~ Onae infers, them,
that the cabinet and admninistrati~on wll
function efficiently and respaonsnibly F
not briBllitnttly.

On the qluery of the most doff,.i
cant future development, -,the Three of
Wands (reversed) was cast. Happa~y,
fl-ds is one of the few cards which has
no ambiguities or variations in any cast
opr reading known to me. IEt cleaidy
means' an end to coaflict, or more
generally, to adversity.

The s'~cond card on the same queri
was the Three of Swords (reversed),
which in its Egyptipan sense implies loss
or alienatiocn, panrticuharly withn respect
to one's followers. It is said that it was
thlis card, in comabinatin writht The
Devil which was cast be-fore the death
of Julius Caesar.

In the present case, however, there
is no such connotation bf violence as
that of The, Devi. AUg things con.6·
dered, it appears that Mr. Nix~on's
administration will probably bring the
conflict in Vietnam to an end, but that
there will be some kind of trouble
Ibesetting- the administration after the
cessation of hostilities.

The trouble will have the fonn of
schism or alienation, and it appeans
that the trouble will not in any way be
ba~sed in coEfluptionp It wi l, however,
be sufficiently severe to preclude a
re-election.

I must Confess mny regret that my
-predition i lirnited to the cornow·.
tively poor accazacy afforded by th
Tarot deck; and it is my hope that
more precise measurements can be
effected at a later <Edate. Il hope that I
have shone'some light on the probsleml
nevertheless.

If an~ay readers desirs~e consultatbion
u6~th Raoul on personal matt~a~ters, of

ar~e invited to address coeorresponadence 

pondance udifoar be handled af s eini~~~~T~~_~~_~:
Mies.S.

lutely brilliant. The Company's claim
to the usage of multi-media, however,
is a bit less precise. If, by "'multi-
media", one merely means the use of
pointed pictorial messages projected
onto screens surrounding the stage,
then the Company is definitely
involved in multi-media. In fact, it may
be guilty of overuse of His device,
which because of the positioniag of the
screens causes the viewer to detch
himself from the action on the stage to
see what is happening behind him.

Receptive attitude

The Light Company is young,

Grading forum
G~aai~H .... ~

though, and because it is based on the
feeling and desires of the audience,' it
will no doubt smooth its natural wrin-
kles out before long. This surprisingly
receptive attitude towards the audi-
ence, indeed, is the lifeblood of the
Coimpany. The concept behind it is
that of keeping the material in a
constant state of evolution, refreshing
it every day wiffth suggestions from fans
who call in and tell the Company what
they feel. In a sense, this is a muchly
desired substitute for all the all-out
participation of Living Theatre genze,
which moze-often than not degenerates
into meaninglessness.

By Harold Feldeow

Pass-no credit and no grades at all
were among the new grading forms
discussed at the Forum onGradesheld
in the Little Theater December 16.

Undergraduate Planning Professor
Edgar Schein, who chaired the meeting,
attempted to direct the discussion to
some system that would go beyond
merely changing to a pass-fail form of
grading, and would involve some sort
of student-instructor interaction as part
of the evaluating process.

Any evaluative proposa_ must
provide some feedback on
performance. It must evaluate potential
in the course field. It must also certify
a certain level of learning.

Grades, it was felt, did not perform
any of the above functions well, and
did not perform at least one at all..
Alternates could be either standardized
tests or personal evaluation. The
personal evaluation could be either
self-evaluation, done by the professor,
jointly, or even by other students.-

Mike Albert '69, introduced a
proposal, written by Bill Benrry '69,
Larry White '69, Mike Sporer'69, and
himself, entitled "Towards a New
Grading System." This proposal would
allow the student to choose his own
grading system, except that the consent
of the instructor would be'required in

order to take a courseS-pass-pass.
The choice of system would have to

be made within thee weeks of the
beginning of the term. After that timne,
any changes would have to be with the
consent of the instructor. According to
Albert, this proposal was drawn up
after serious thought into the functions
of any grading system and with the
thought of maximnizing the freedom of
all who participate in the learning
process. This system is intended to
avoid the arLfcifi imposition of grades
from the outside by the administration.

In later debate, Albert said that, in
his opinion, the best grading system
was pass-no credit. Under this, a person
either passes the course or no record is

made of his having registered for the
course. In effect, therefore, it would be
what we now have as listener, except
that credit would be given for the
course.

Two professors who had had
experience with pass-fail grading
systems were asked to comment on
their experiences with it. Professor
Wedlock said that in his course, 6.70,
few students had more than a quarter
of the work done with three-quarters
of the tema gone by. 7his xesuted in
most students living in the lab du'ing
the last few weeks of the term.

ProfesssorDonovan, who teaches 6.251,
said that he had had similar problems.
The students would slack off on his
course, and too many-were getting
borderline grades. When grades were
reintroduced course work improved,
more got done, and most people were
getting either A's or B's.

There were several points made in
rebuttal. It was pointed out thats
because the students were human, they
would naturafly tend to skimp on
passfail courses and concentrate more'
on graded courses.

Carolyn Pass '72 said that in her
experience freshmen may not do all
assignments on tine, but they all
eventually get done. Also, she felt fiat
she had much more thime to get
involved in things that were more
personally meaningful to her than
courses than she would have if she had
to worry about grades.

One other problem that caused
concern was that of motivation. Several
people felt that the joy of learning was
not a sufficient motivation for most
people to study and learn. Under these
new grade systems, provsion is made
for students who do need grades to
motivate them. One problem that
was somewhat blown up was that it
was felt that we would lose
"Quality Control" at MIT. If there is
no way to flunk out people, then one
gets the "undesirables" whose first
priorities may not be an MIT
education. This point was not fully
explored, however.

It was unfortunate that only about
50 students and about 42 faculty and
administration personnel were ther. A
request was made fcr a sense of the
meeting in favar of the TANG
proposals. A majority did in fact seem
to be in fwvor, obut it s not at an
apparent what wll now happen. As of
press tirnme Pof. Schein had not
announced a decision on a future
forum.

If you live or work in Mass-
achusetts, you are eligible for
low cost, high quality life in-
surance in a mutual organiza-
tion with an outstanding
record of financial soundness.

Founded as a public service in
1907, Savings Bank Life In-
surance is sold only through
Mutual Savings Banks direct
to keep cost low. And al-
though not guaranteed, divi-
dends have been paid to
policyholders every year since
1908, to reduc cost still fur-
ther.

Savings Bank Life Insurance
policies are available in a wide
variety of forms. To find out
what Savings Bank Life
policy will meet your needs
best, visit a mutual savings
bank and ask for personal
counselling about Savings
Bank Life Insurance. It could
be one of the smartest finan-
cial moves you'll ever make.
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tght copny br/t 
Light conmpany: bright ideas.

t 1AN E

Ever suce the election of Richard -

Nixon, a great deal of speculation has
been made concerning the successes
and -disasters which might befall the
new leadership. It is indicative of the
short-sightedness of the average mortal
that he ignores the obvious and immed-
iate answers to his deepest questions.
These answers He in the stars, or in the
Arcana of the Tarot (if adequate astro-
logical faclities are lacBing).

When this newspaper called upon

Seltevaiuation pro.posed
AL a Lsn
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RIGHT IN
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Revwritt
By Robert Fou

" 'The Night They Raided Minsky's"
was supposed to be a super-nostagic
~0k at burlesque in the twenties. It
,aS supposed to star veteran actor Bert
Wu, as an old-time comic who was

once "top banana. And it was
pposed to be about an innocent girl

~at he brings to Minsky's Burlesque
iter she runs away from home, who is
]psuaded unawares to appear on stage
0 a trick to foil a police raid, and
whose appearance accelerates the
charges the old man is incapable of
understandin~g.

Bert Lahr's unfortunate death put
end to that film, however. None of

his important scenes with the girl had
been shot, and the producer (Norman
Lear) was unable, or unwilling, to find
a suitable replacement. His only
~¢ourse was to rewrite the script,
sdvaging what could be of the orinal
intentions, and playing up the

Makins the scene
A work by MIT music professor

David Epstein will be performed in a
concert of the Boston Symphony
orchestra Chamber Players Wednesday,
January 8 at 8:30 pm in Jordan Hall.
His String Trio will be performed by
Joseph Silverstein, concertmasteI of
N BSO, Burton Fine, principal violist,
and Jules Eskin, principle cellist.
# The MIT community players will
open its 36th season with six perfor-
mances of Jean Anouilh's Antigone at
MIT's Kresge Little Theater beginning
]ruary 10, 1969. Performances of the
]lebrated Anouilh play will also be
Oen Saturday and Sunday January
'1-12 and Thursday to Saturday lanu-
my 16-18. The play will be directed by
Jrm Cooke, and stars Marie Philips and
lfi Goldner. All performances begin
itt8:30, except Sunday which begins at
1:30; ticket information may be
obtained by phoning 864-6900, ex.
120. 

NCA'A to nonder
now prolaosall

The RPI Athletic Department, in an

[atmpt to bring to a final decision the
cotroversy over eligib-lity of college
bifinen to participate in varsity
0rts, has proposed fltee different

amendments to be considered at the
annual NCAA gathering in Los Angeles
[Is month.

Amendment A: To make freshmen
ilmigible for all NCAA events and to
ount participation by a freshman on a

siity team as one of three parmis-
table seasons of varsity competition.

Amendment B: To make freshmen
gible for all NCAA events in all

s0rts.
Amendment C: To make freshmen

eible for all College Division events,
but not University Dision events; and
feshmen would be eligible for three
sbsequent seasons of participation in
loth divions.
- In addition, an amendment was
~bmitted by the ECAC, the Big Ten
~onference, and Pacific-8 Conference
itending to rule fresahman students
hfm institutions with mowe than 1250
Udergraduate male students ineligible
for al NCAA events, and freshman
,Adents from all institutions ineligible
for National Coegiate Championship
events.

Godard's "LES CARIBINIERFSS"
'i:45, 6:35, 9:40

Plus "LE PE7T SOLDAT' '
2:15, s oa, 8:05

Camuss' "THESTRANGBTER"
5:30, 7:30, 9:30

MMJ'
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By Robin Hood, et al.
"The Lion in Winter" is the story of

the struggle between Henry II of Eng-
land and Eleanor of Aquitaine, his
wife, to determine the succession to
the throne after Henry's death. It is the
story, too, of the betrayal of brother
against brother. Set in 1182, some
years after the death of Thomas a
Becket, it begins at Christmas, as Henry
is holding court. He releases his wife
from her prison, and calls his sons to
him.

We then meet his sons for the first
time: Richard, who, having vanquished
a foe, is trying to work up the courage
to kill him; John, who is being instruc-
ted by his father in the arts of swords-
manship; and last (and even in this we
see a hint of the future), Geoffrey,
directing several ranks of mounted sol-
diers against a troop of foot-soldiers.

They all come to the castle, and the
struggles begin: Eleanor and Richard
against Henry and John, Jeff and John
against Richard, Richard --and Jeff
against John. Winner take all, and the
winner in Jeff-except that the winner
is none of them.

The intrigues all take place to the
background of the battles of Henry and

. . ar , .

HEAARD
^DU~~M ItI

AOUR ' 

STUDENT 
D SCOUNT?
Bring along yur 1. Do and
get a 17% discountl Bona
fide college students can
ski here any da for only
$5, Mon. fhrough Fri (ex.
epi' during holidaey peri.
ods). Uncrowded midweek
skiing gives you a lot more
runs for your money.

Eleanor. While fighting for Henry
against a young ward, or for Richard
against John, we see Katharine Hep
burn at her best. Ranging in passions
from proud arrogance to bitter defeat,
she is stil fthe queen.

Pitted against her is Peter O'Toole
as her husband, Henry ii. Loving father
and husband, lusty Englishman and
King of England, he epitomizes the
legends of that time.

The interplay between Eleanor and
Henry is, unfortunately, practically the'
whole movie. Not enough time is devo-
ted to the sons, though they do have a
few moving moments, like those
between Richard and Eleanor, or
Richard and Henry. John is played
well, properly pitiful. It is, in fact,
difficult to conceive of John as the
future King of England he became. The
truly masterful son is Jeff: eternally
the overlooked son, neither his father
or mother cared for him.

The title, if you're interested in the
historical angle, comes from the fact
that Henry II added the lions to the
coat of arms of England.
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lThle Lecture Series Committee

presents Oscar BIoroviltzsO:

C LA 

Mr. Ilorovitz 122 wonl !J9

awards in amateur

Cinematography both in

National and International

Competitions.

The one and one half hour

Color film will be

narrated by Mr. Horovitz.

26-1 00

8:00 PM

Tues, 7 January

Free
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There are several positions
available on the advertising
sales forece of The Tech.

CommBtissions commenasurate
with performanee,

en M/insky's
remairing major characters, especially
Jason Robards and Norman Wisdom as
Minsky's new star comics.
Understandably, the shooting was
confused, and the changes were mostly
just a matter of clever editing.

Just a mess
The result, finaly, is just as much a

mess. It vacillates between an almost
serious love story and a straight-out
farce, with burlesque more the
background than the subject. What's
left of the original intentions is mostly
the long introductory sequence, and in
the advertising. Admittedly, there are
plenty of well-staged recreations of 
burlesque numbers and routines, and
many funny shots of stereotypes of the 

a mess
period; but they nho longer bear any
xelation to the picture's plot or
purpose. Any intended subtleties have
become hopelessly lost in the struggle
to fabricate an understandable
succession of events.

So, without any preliminary
explanation, the film is so haphazard
one might seriously doubt the
competence of everyone involved; and
even with an explanation, there isn't
much left to enjoy. There ar/ some
good comic scenes, though others
could be better, and the photography
and acting are not lacking. But, with
most of today's film audience born
somewhat later than 1925, you can't
stake everything on nostalgia.

Call Dave DeWitte, 8076-5855
262.0488
X2781

0
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O'Toole, Hepburn shine
In "The Lion Wm Winter'
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SEE YOU SOON
Don'rt miss fhe abfer-ski
action at fhe new Crazy
Indian l;:unge in fhe Four.
ways restauranf!
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Stomp WPI 42-3

i' atnte
By Ray Kwasnick

Not all Techmen spent their
vacations under tanning suns or
flashing down ski slopes. Part of the
engineer wrestling squad remained in
the Boston area to participate in MIT's
annual vacation tourney. Over thirty
schools were represented as close to
eighty men competed on Saturday,
December 28. Just a week and a half
before, the Tech matmen clobbered
WPI 42-3.

In that dual meet the wrestlers
registered fve pins and four decisions
to overwhenlm their foes. Bruce Davies
'71 (191 pounds); Walt Price '70 (177
pounds); Norm Hawkins '69 (154
pounds); Ted Mita '71 (115 pounds);
and Mike Sherrard '71 (137 pounds) all
brought in the maximum f're points
with pins.

Rick Willoughby '70 (160 pounds)
scored a 3-1 decision while talented
Fred Andio '70 wrestling in the
unlimited weight class blanked his man
5-0. Jack Maxharn '69 (145 pounds)
won a 7-6 thriller over Peter Grosch
who placed third in the New Englands
last year. Dean Whelan '70 (167
pounrds) also won by a decision.

Joe Baron '70 was awarded the 123
pound class by default. Gregg Erickson
'69 was the only engineer grappler to
drop a match. He lost a close struggle
by a 3-0 count.

The Colt Athletic Association of
Orange County, New York took first
place in the teamn race of the vacation
meet by eking out a narrow 55-54
margin over Springfield. MIT, with
reptesentatves in only seven of the
eleven weight classes and nearly every
one of its wrestlers entered in a higher
than usual weight class, placed in a
deadlock with Yale for fifth at 31
points.

John "Skip" Demarco of the Colt
AA was voted the outstanding wrestfer
of the tournament. He captured the
top spot in the 152 division. MIT's
Bruce Davies copped the fastest pin
award.

Davies, entered in the unlimited
weight division, got his trophy by
pinning Bill Windhold of
Concord-Cailide in a phenomenal
twelve seconds. Davies continued on to
grab third place. In the semi-finmal
match he was pinned by Ed Smith of
Dartmouth at 5:00. However, Davies
robounded with a 940 coust over Ralph
Les of Nassau Community College
and ociwin 3-2 decisin over Gary

froh s$ports
He-- - ·-------- "-

DePauw- claims tourney
Ciar oedi.. atICagers Cedv at

Clark: 39.40-79

MIT.: 28-27-55
wl1 : , r W :
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Photo by Brad W ifamon
Fred Andree '70 prepares once more to overpower his opponent in
the unlimited class. Andree won his WPi match handily, blanking his
challener 5-0.

Skalar of Amherst in the consolation
rounds.

Baron was the only Tech grappler
to reach the finals. He pinned his first
two opponents in 1:34 amd 2:40
respectSively. In the sef-Finals he met
stiffer competition in Torn Pressman of
Nassau C.C. In fact at the end of the
first period Baron was down 2-3.
Howevex, the engineer matmnan blitzed
his opponent with an overpoweriang
second frame.

Baron exploded out of the down
position to knot the contest at 3-3.
Then in quick succession Baron scored
on a take down and a predicament.
Baron held off Pressman throughout
the fnmal period and registered a 9-4
decision.

In the finals Baron faced Dave
McGill of Colgate. Neither wrestler
could convert the up position into
points as both constantly mscored on

M How They Did 
Wrestling

MIT (V) 42 - WPI 3
MIT ¢V) - fifth in MIT Invitational
MIT (F)'35 -WPI 0

Basketball
Bowdoin 77 - MIT (V) 71
Colby 63 - MIT (V) 60
Bates 62 - MIT (V) 47
MIT (F) 99 - Trinity 79
Bowdoin 94 - MIT (F) 43
Harvard 109 - MIT (F) 51
Worcester Jaycee Tourney:

Clark 79 - MIT 55
Spingff}led 96 - MIT 63

reverses amd escapes. Ho[wever, McGill's
superiority in the take down gave him
an 11-6 decision and first place.

Another engineer who fared very
well was walt Price. Despite the fact
that his nose bled throughout the day,
he fiihed fourth at 177 pounds. hice
racked UP early round pins of 4: 00and
6:(00 against Bennett of URI and Hall
of Lowell State. Toni Phillipi, who
wrestled unattached, stopped Price at
5:00 of the semifin-fal with a pin. Price
then earned the right to battle fon third
by pinning Knapp, :ho also aes+ded
unattached, at 1:43. However, Bill
Barges of Springfield ended these plans
at 2:23 with a surprisingly quick fal.

The other four Tech grappler could
only produce three victories between
them. Gregg Erickson (145 pounds)
won twice. He took an overtime 2-0
decision from Leone of Wesleyan and
sandwiched a 54 victory over Pollack
of Weslevan between two losses.

In between two of the three tough
dual contests which faced the varsity
cagers, over the holiday break, the Tech
squad attempted a change of pace by
entering the Worcester Jaycee Tourney,
at WPI. The competition there was
even rougher, though, and the
engineers ended up dropping their first
two contests in the double elimination
tournament Coming out on top of the
eight teans entered in the tourney was
DePauw University, Which earned its
fmnal right to the crown by defeating
Assumption in the championship
round.

Turnovers

The engineers faced a good team in
Clark, but a 33 field goal percentage
cut away any chance the hustling MIT
team might have had. Tech's
perennially cold offense spread into
other areas as well, as double dribbles
and bad passes forced an unenviable 23

turnover.
The Clark five controlled the boards

most of the ganle, as no single Tech
player could seem to find his way
under the basket. Bob Vegler'70 led
the team in this department with eight
rebounds.

Scoring on the Tech team was fairly
even, if low. Steve Chamberlain '70 led
the engineer attack with 11 points,
followed by Vegeler with nine. Final
score: 79-55.

Springfield

The Tech five fared little better
against Springfield. A field goal
percentage of 34.8 and a total of 19
tumov'ers combined to quell the
hard-driving fight the engineers put up
against the best team they've seem this
season Vegeler hit for 15 and Minot
Cleveland '71 chalked up 10 points for
the engineers.
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Bell
the weather as Bowdoin controlled the
boards and the game. Combin/ng the
fast break and hot shooting Bowdoin
ran the engineers off the coaurt.

The frosh didn't fare much better at
the hands of Harvard. The Tech
hoopsters stayed with the Crimson in
the early going, but in the second
quarter the Johns opened up an
insu.-mouatabbl 54-26 lead.

The irosh cagers finally broke into
the win column the week before
vacation, but they were bombed on
their next two outings to drop their
record to 1-5. The victory came on
Saturday, Decemnber 14 over Trinity by
a 99-79 count. Tluee days later they
were dumped by Bowdo/n, 9443, and
on Thursday Harvard overwhelmed
them 109-51.

At home against Trinity the Tech
five were able to dominate the
offensive and defensive boards against
their smaller foes After a close first
half in which Toinit pushed out to a
narrow 45-44 lead, the engineers
poured it on to come up with the
twenty point margin of victory.

Ben Wilson netted30 points for the
winners. Ed Fritsch and Steve Gass
supported the offense with 26 and 14
respectively. The visitozs' high men
were Bob Nichols and Tom Floyd with
26 and 24.

The next Tuesday the Tech squad
traveled to the frigid regions of Maine
to do batte, with Bowdoin. The MIT
group coeldn't get much warmer than
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Basketball (JV) -
Wentworth, home, 7:15 pm

Tomorrow
WrestAing gF) - Harvard, home, 6:00 pm
Wrestling (V) - Harvard, home, 7:30 pm
Hockey (V) - WPI, home, 7:00 pm
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bury raquetnmen
aged to win one game against Michael - ; ;

Scheihman. Weiss played very well,
breaking into a lead in most of his ..-
games, but Scheinman was too good, : - : :

winning 15-8, 15-9, 13-15, 13-12. 
Number five man, Steve Cross '71, lost
a close match in four games, 15-11, 
15-10, 12-15, 15-10. Jori Fricker, '69, .. ;- ;
number eight man, surprised Bruce
Wiegand with hs finme play. Jon cap- I
tured the first game, 15-14, but suc- -
cumber in the next three, 16-13, 15-10, -
15-3. Steve Gottlieb '71 lost to Larry : -:
Telrrel in the number two slot, 15-10,
1545, 154. Captain Phil Scoggan '69, 
Geoff Hallock '69, Colbert Reim '69, - , "
and Rod Walker '70, playing four, si, x:
seven, and Dnhe respectively, all lost in
three games to the champion Crimson.

Ths weekend the raoquetm-,n have p'
two matches. Friday the team journeys Photo back

to ~n1U fr a atexoo}mathA tech raquetman bac[to Dar-tmouth for an aftemoon match,reurna th duP t
and then on Saturday wilvisit du Pont
courts for a 2 pm contest.

Crimsor
By Roger Dear

On Tuesday evening, December 17,
Harvard's varsity squash team travelled
to the du Pont courts and walked away
with a 9-0 victory. The Crimson victory
brought the MIT season record to 2-3.

Thie raequetmen have been playing
the top teams in the country in their
first month of competition. Their
losses have come against Penn, Army,
and Harvard. But it is evident that the
team is inproving with each contest
Against Harvard, the racquetmen were
able to win tluee games, and many
others were extremely close. For
instance, Bob M9cKinley '70, the num-
ber one man, had the touag job of
tackling intercollegiate champion Anil
Nayer. McKinley made Nayex work a
bit, especially in the second game,
wher McKinley broke out to a 10-2
lead, but the champion conquered,
15-8, 17-14, 15-10. Manny Weiss '70,
playin in the number three slot, mmn-
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Cagers suffer defeats
n three duaal encounters-

By Ron CEne
The varsity cagers suffered losses to three opponents over the holidays as

Bowdoin (77-71), Colby (63-60), and Bites (6247) successively took advantage
of a troubled engineer offense. The three defeats drove down Tech's record to
three wins against seven losses.

Lose in double overtime
By far the most exciting match was the double-overtime match against Colby

A tight defense enabled the engineers to take a spacious 32-23 lead at the half.
But even that did not offset the icy shooting that. suddenly confronted the Tech'
five in the early second half. With two mninutes left 'ii regular play, the engineers
found themselves with a six point deficit. But, while holding their opponets
scoreless .during the ensuing hectic moments, the MIT squad, sparked by the hot
shooting of Steve Chamberain '70, plopped in the required three buckets to ie
the game.

In the first overtime, the defense allowed the Colby five only four points; but
Minot Cleveland '71 was the only Tech-player who connected with a bucket, and,
with six seconds left, the engineers were one down. Gerry Loe `71 was then fouled
while attempting a last effort shot, and found himself with the deciding two free
throw opportunities. He calmly tied the game with the first shot, but could not
sink the second, sending the game into the second overtime with the score knot
;ed 55 all. Defenses collapsed, though, and Colby outscored MIT 8-5 in the lat'
extra period to claim to victory. Chamberlair led the engineers with a 19 point
performance. Nick Mumford '70 and Bob Vegaler '70 were the only others to hit
in double figures with 12 and 11 points respectively.

Hot charity night
The Bowdoin game was less of a contest. Although the engineers were slightly

ahead of the opposition in the field goal percentage department (39%-36%), the
Bowdoin team managed to offset their cold shooting with a large quantity of
shots to claim the victory. Aside from weak offensive' power, the engineers per-
formed admirably, outrebounding their opponents (39-37) for the first time this
year and turning in an 81% average at the free throw line. Six engineers enjoyed
perfect evenings at the charity strip-Vegeler (9-9), Chamberlain (5-5), Cleveland
(44), Flahexty (2-2), Loe (2-2), and Taylor (1-().

These efforts kept the engineers to within four points of the opposition with
one minute left, but Bowdoin's talented guard, Bill McFarland, sealed MIT's doom
when the engineers were forced to foul while he deftly dribbled away the time.
McFarland sank his two charity tosses to end the game.

No compensation
The Bates contest was again a situation where a fairly good defense was trying

desperately to compensate for good shooting. Bates used their prime weapon, 6
ft., 8 in. Colby, to good advantage, though, and the engineers were'down 32-23 at
halftimne.

The offensive futility became apparent in the opening minutes of the second
half. For seven minutes, the engineer defense held Bates scoreless; however, at the
end of the period Tech still remained behind, 32-28. The Bowdoin offense then
began functioning again, and soon pulled away to their finmal 15 point spread. Only
two engineers, Flaherty and Mumford, were able to score in double figures, each
with 10 points. 
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Bowdoin and Harvard puash
cagers9 record to dismal 1-5
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